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Abstract—Yoruba is one of the Nigeria’s four hundred languages linguistically threatened with extinction 

considering the language attitude of its native speakers especially the youths. The youths’ flair for English is 

making them lose interest in the use of Yoruba. This study was designed to introduce and teach the Yoruba 

youths the origin of some Yoruba words and statements using electronic devices like video tape recorder, 

phones, and power points presentation. Twenty Yoruba words, phrases, clauses, and statements were 

dramatized, recorded in CDrom and practically demonstrated in the classroom setting. We elicited our data 

through various Yoruba discourses with their historical origin traced to past happenings. The major sources 

of data collection for this study include records of discourses in Yoruba, waxed musical records and 

conversations among Yoruba natives especially in Urban areas in Nigeria. Twenty of the collated words, 

phrases, clauses and statement were also linguistically analyzed. The study encourages the use of electronic 

gadgets in teaching Yoruba. It is also a valuable attempt among others in saving Yoruba language from going 

to extinction as a result of its native youth speakers’ lack of interest and knowledge of the origin of many of its 

words, clauses, phrases, statements and usage.  

 

Index Terms—E learning, extinction, language, etymology, youths, linkage 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

                                           , the descendants o          who are predominantly settled in the 

South Western zone of Nigeria and other countries in the West African coast, Brazil and the United states of America. 

In Nigeria, particularly in the western zone it functions as language of education, promotion of culture, tradition, 

vocation, religion, social and other facets of life.                                                                       
                                                                                                          . In this 

study, etymological approach was combined with e learning language teaching This study is based on referential theory 

of meaning as it reported the meaning extension in the examined Yoruba words, statements, clauses and phrases. The 

               interest in understanding the historical origin of selected Yoruba words, and statements was 

reinvigorated as Video recording of drummers in display and dramatization of past events was undertaken. The 

          interest was re-awakened as teaching learning took place in formal classroom setting using e-learning 

approach. The four lessons for this study were done involving the teacher (researcher) and the students in formal 

classroom setting. At the end, students became eager to collate more Yoruba words by doing the electronic recording. 

They also became aware of the historical attachments of the selected Yoruba words andstatements. According to the 

expression in  English Grammar Full Online Course http://thedefinition.com/dictionary/extend  retrieved on the 2nd of 

May, 2018,        stands for the following: to stretch out, to prolong in space, to enlarge, to widen, to bestow, to offer, 
to import, to increase in quantity by weakening or adulterating additions such  as to extend liquors, to value, (as lands 

taken by writ of extent in satisfaction of debt); to assign by writ or extent. Expansion for an instance is like seeing 

                             : the act of expanding or the state of being expanded, Something expanded, or expanded 

surface or part. The adequate extent or amount by which something expands. It is an increase, enlargement, or 

development.  In this study, some Yoruba words and statements were traced to their original forms in meaning before 

being expanded to be what they are today i.e. it is important to teach the modern Yoruba youths on the origin of some 

Yoruba words as a way of promoting Yoruba peoples culture, tradition and the language itself especially as Yoruba 

youths are daily demonstrating preference for foreign languages. In the case of television, there is a ratio of 78:82% to 

20:18%  frequency of language usage in favor of English and this imbalance probably remains very much the same as at 

when this study was conducted(Adeniran, 1980). The Yoruba youths are therefore daily becoming more comfortable 

with the  use of English at almost every endeavor of their lives including radio and television programs. This, therefore 
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makes them lose learning Yoruba rules and forget Yoruba culture and histories. This study links the modern youths to 

the historical origin of twenty Yoruba collated words, phrases and statements with the use of affordable electronic 

gadgets in order to sensitize the consciousness on their language background. In Nigeria, unlike the Yoruba natives, the 

Hausa tribe have more interest for use of Hausa than English. According to Bamgbose (2017), in the northern part of 

Nigeria, Hausa is encouraged to be spoken widely even by Hausa and non Hausa natives. At the markets places in 

northern Nigeria, one needs admixture of Hausa and English to communicate effectively. This is also reported in many 

government offices unlike what obtains in the southern part of Nigeria. The modern Yoruba youths mostly exhibit lack 

of interest for use of Yoruba and develop flair for English and thereby losing track of their historical origin and 

language as they are mostly migrants of Nigerian urban areas (Bamgbose, 2017). He once asserted thus: 

Settlement in most countries of the world are typified by a rural urban divide, with 

rural populations being generally ethnically and linguistically homogenous and urban 
ones generally none heterogeneous. Nigeria is typical in this regard, with large 

population concentrations, in the major cities such as Lagos, Ibadan, Warri, Port 

Harcourt, Onitsha, Enugu in Southern Nigeria and Kano, Jos, Kaduna, Bornu, Abuja 

in the North. 

Another factor responsible for fast loss of adequate knowledge of Yoruba dictions by Yoruba Youths is the 

discouragement of some Yoruba speaking State governments in the past on use of the language. As in Bamgbose, 

(2017), the Lagos State Government in 1999 as reported in the (Nigerian Guardian of 10th December) rejected the 

dominant of Yoruba language as medium of discussion in the Lagos State House of Assembly with the following 

statement:  

“Yoruba language is not appropriate for the conduct of business of the House of 

Assembly since Lagos is a cosmopolitan city. Besides, its use is capable of diminishing 
and reducing the intellectual capacity of the legislators”. p196 

This viable unpleasant decision was taken in Lagos where about 75% of the inhabitants speak Yoruba and where 

Yoruba were to be used only in addition to the English. Yoruba Language drifting towards extinction is being 

encouraged judging by actions of those in government such as the one above. This study is set to provide gradual way 

of encouraging Yoruba Youths on the need for simultaneous use of Yoruba alongside English which had already gained 

ground in the hearts and minds of Yoruba elites. Ikotun(2006), worked on code-mixing and language borrowing in 

Yoruba. The study discussed code-mixing and linguistic borrowing as observed in Yoruba language speakers. Ikotun, 

(2006) observed that the use of English words in Yoruba utterances by some Yoruba language speakers is traceable to 

the internal linguistic constraints imposed by the structure of Yoruba. The Yoruba youths interest and flair for English is 

as a result of English value as the Nigerian language of administration, education, business transaction and colonization. 

Therefore, this is traceable to the colonialists unchallenged influence through the type of education for Africans 
especially at the pre-independence period. Therefore, Yoruba Youths like many early educationally are prepared as 

Africans in blood but Europeans in tastes, deeds, dressing, speech and even culture and tradition. Nigerian elites have 

been. Above assertion is supported with (Robin 1989) impression cited in ( Ikotun, 2006) thus: 

“Languages are adaptable according to the changing needs and conditions of the 

speakers and the change in their lives. 

English roles in Nigeria has given it the present status of the Nigerians lingual franca in the Nigerian nation of almost 

400 languages and 250 ethnic groups. The contact between English and Yoruba has resulted in loan words, code-mixing, 

code-switching and other interference phenomena. There have been morphological suppression of Yoruba by English as 

some English names  are now coined in Yoruba as shown below and highlighted in (Ikotun 2006): Monday—

Monde,(ojo aje) Tuesday---Tuside (ojo isegun), Wednessday----Weneside(ojo ru), Thursday----Toside(ojo bo), Friday--

- Firaide  (ojo eti), Saturday----Satide (ojo abameta), Sunday ---sonide (ojo aiku).   Majority                         

recent time do not know the real native names for days of the week except the coined ones.                             
                                                                                                                   

ones  as listed in  (Ikotun 2006): January---januari, (seere), February---Febuari (erele), March---Maasi (erena) etc. 

Literacy in Nigeria is mainly measured with proficiency in English as it does not matter to some people whether they 

are good in the use of their native languages or not.                                                                       

                                                                                                                     

addressing elders. In addressing elders, the youths and elites do result in coinage of English words such as listed in 

(Ikotun, 2006)thus:uncle—onku,dear—dia,madam---madamu,daddy---dadi. Etymology is the study of the origin of 

words and language history while language deals with communication involving human beings and animals. Etymology 

is a concept that centers on theory of history of words. As language moves and gets in contact with other languages, 

changes become imminent with loss of sounds, clauses, phrases or often disappearance of whole set of a sentence. 

Though lexicostatistics in contrastive analysis method provides traces to proto-form of words in genetically related 
languages, etymological treatment of words differs in the sense that it provides room for seeking the historical origin of 

words in same language. Meaning extension involves the perception of words, clauses and phrases beyond their primary 

meanings. Meanings are extended for accommodation of prevailing situations, events or objects. Etymology definition 

in English according to William (2005)                     M              C unt Noun: It is the study of two organs of 
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words and the way their meanings have changed throughout history. It is also seen as the organ of a word and the 

historical development of its meaning, for instance,                                                s is a Latin word 

from Greek etumology   of etymology and from etumon which is the singular                                 

                                   G                                                                       G     

         C                                                            centers on tracing the origin and historical 

development of a language form by determining the words earliest known use and changes in forms and meaning 

tracing its transmission from one language to another.   William (2005), defined etymology in linguistics studies as 

study of the source and development of words and morphemes as an account of source and development of a word or a 

morpheme. Etymology is a base sentence concept with close relationship with meaning extension. According to 

Bamgbose (1996), language users especially for commercial purposes find pleasure in jokes which often depend on 

further minor or double meaning of words or ambiguities or sentences. He stressed further that: 
‘Commercial organizations spend a lot of effort and money on naming products, devising slogans and creating 

massages that will be meaningful to the buying customers similarly over the meaning of some poems or stories’.  

Meanings are often personal. In other words, meaning of any signified depends on the space, time, and context in 

which we observe it. According to Robin (1989), words are language signs similar in certain respect to national and 

conventional signs. The combination of words produces sentences that are capable of conveying meaning. Words 

relationship often time forms basis for meaning. Bamgbose, (1996) asserted that some studies have reported a reversed 

interference phenomenon whereby the bilinguals knowledge of second language (English) influences the Yoruba 

natives performance in Yoruba at almost all levels of linguistics. A related study is that of Robin (1989) that identified 

how Yoruba native speakers make use of code switching, code mixing and other strategies while speaking the English 

Language. The roles of English in Nigeria has so much influenced the tongues of modern Yoruba Youths. Bamgbose 

(2017), once found out that while English medium non-music programs on radio accounted for 66.88% of broadcast 
time, programs in Yoruba accounted for only 30.12%. In case of television, issue of youth tongue among the Yoruba 

natives is considered in the perspective of bilingualism as an effect of languages in contact. The contact between 

English and Yoruba has resulted in the emergence of Yoruba-English bilinguals. An average Nigerian bilingual deploys 

the two (and sometimes more) languages in his repertoire in a characteristic manner. Opoola (2000), reported the 

difficulties inherent in Yoruba-English bilinguals ability to coherently for a long time speak in Yoruba without English 

interjection. In this paper,                                                                                         

                                                                                                                       

words, phrases clauses and statements to drive home points on the historical linguistic concept of etymology and words 

origin as strategy for linking the youths to the past happenings                  H                                      

video clips were provided on twenty  selected words, phrases, clauses and statements while teaching the  Yoruba youths 

as 200 level students of Linguistics at the Federal University Oye Ekiti. 

II.  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

There are lots of linguistic and valuable research works                                                            

                                                           M                                                       

                                                            . Infact, Scholars                                    

                                                                                                                         

words, phrases and clauses. In addition, the general feeling among linguists and non-linguists                              

                                ds, phrase, clause or statements.                                                            

                       , clauses, phrases, statements and possible sources of meaning extension in the form of place(s), 

purpose of usage, and circumstance(s) of usages using affordable electronic gadgets. The study dwelled extensively on 

encouraging the Yoruba natives in seeking the etymological findings of Yoruba lexical and sentential items. It is an 

attempt to encourage the use of e learning as viable means of teaching African languages and culture which is a vivid 

gap in Yoruba language and literary teaching and existing research reports. This study unlike its existing type promotes 
the Yoruba you                                                                                                        

language is to be saved from going to extinction. Yoruba language teachers phobia on the perceived huge capital in 

obtaining funds for procurement of e learning materials was also addressed by the study demonstration that ordinary 

android phones can be used for obtaining and analyzing data for cultural teaching and learning. 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

In this presentation, twenty                                                                                        

written and oral d                   . These words, clauses, phrases, sources and historical origin were 

comprehensively discussed using e learning method of teaching. E-learning teaching in this context involves the use of 

electronic equipment in teaching and learning at formal schools. The teaching of Yoruba language and culture have 

been ordinarily in the past relied on story telling without practical performance with the use of electronic materials. In 

this study, mobile phones were used to record words and statements and video clips were presented while teaching the 
etymology of Yoruba to the Yoruba youths.                                                                            
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traditional drummers performance in court and photographs of traditional places.                      , phrases, 

clauses and statements were elicited from the discourses of both Yoruba monolinguals and bilingua                

       peoples  settlements such as markets, schools, relaxation centers, social gatherings and Yoruba traditional court 

rooms with records of oral speeches of the Yoruba natives. Few past traditional events were dramatized and used in the 

teaching of the selected students. O                                                                                      

                        collected and re played during the formal classes where some of the analyzed words, clauses 

and phrases were elicited and taught.  Pictures of Musical instruments such as d nd n (talking drum) for instance and 

video clips of Yoruba traditional talking drummers and other illustrative video clips were also employed to teach the 

students after the diagnostic test that confirmed their lack of knowledge of the etymological sources of the collated 

Yoruba words, phrases, clauses and statements.  In the end, and after watching the video clips, listened to recorded 

traditional songs, and plopping through the photo album of traditional places relevant to the selected words and 
statements, the following achievements were recorded: (1) Students interest in the use of Yoruba was improved; (2) The 

pleasurable formal classroom setting created with the use of electronic technique also promoted the students zeal and 

love for their indigenous language, Yoruba; (3) Historical sources of the Yoruba collated words, phrases and statements 

were protected from language endangerment. Twenty Yoruba youths made up of ten (10) Males and ten(10) Females 

students of between ages 18-20 were the subjects of the study at the Federal University oye Ekiti. The students were 

first tested on the meaning and etymological connections of the selected words. The result of the diagnostic test 

affirmed the point those students have little or no knowledge of the historical origin of the selected Yoruba words. A 

special class for teaching them was therefore organized with the use of recorded video tapes of past events, traditional 

and Yoruba music and pictures of historical places. The analyzed and introduced words, phrases, clauses and statements 

are as highlighted below: 

1.                   -           C                   
                                                                                                          

                                                e b otimo  e le  w s  po  n 

Do not exceed your financial capacity. 

                                                 . 

2.         ro-Name of a slave 

  ro                                                                  . The slave felt unrecognized in the palace 

affairs in spite of his loyalty and dedication to duty. He therefore set many dried grass built huts            

                                                                               : 

  ro burnt the house 

With his curved left hand 

Waro burnt the entire house 
This word is used for whoever is seeking for undue recognition. 

3.                   - Beautifully slim lady  

                                                                                                . He praised 

his younger wife and poetically qualified her beauty thus: 

The husband beautiful favorite, detach not 

The husband beautiful favorite, detach not 

  o  e   the lovely cheerful lady detach not from  y nd  

The husband beautiful favorite, detach not 

                            :                                                                 

                 

4.         b   o n e  re  - Man from Tonkere 

 on e  re                                                                                                           
        U     P                (UP )        decamping from UPN, one of the party campaigns was scheduled 

to  hold in  front of his house at  o n e  re                     H                                                 

                              G         C               . The assassination attempt failed and the man was paraded 

throughout the rest political campaign tours of the party in more than three towns.                         

want to be named   b   o n e  re   [                            } 

5.        gbe   o  y -                 nce 

This word originated from the Farmers violent tax riot in the 60s in the defunct western region of Nigeria. 

This word is meant to remind the government and the governed to tread carefully in policy making in the 

recent time. 

6.        e  t la f .-Fiftynaira 

During the reign of a Nigerian military President Ibrahim Badamosi Babangida, there was a welfare 
programme for the Nigerian women known as Better Life For Rural Women. Therefore, the picture of 

Nigerian women on 50 naira currency note was then translated                                            

                            -better life. 

7.         r -Twentynaira 
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The year 1976 witnessed the regime of a Military Head of state called General Muritala Ramat Muhammed, 

who was assassinated in February 19                                                                         

                                  call that amount of money   M   . 

8.         e   e  m r w - Tricycle 

The then Lagos military Governor, General Maruwa introduced Tricycle brou                  M      

    M             . In Lagos and its environs and throughout Nigeria, trycycles are now called  e   e    r w . 

9.        Wetiie- setitablaze. 

This was the riotous word used during the 1964 first republic political crisis in the then western region of 

Nigeria. Houses of political opponents were burnt and many people were assassinated as political opponents 

of NCNC and AG (Action group) clashed with each other. Petrol was used freely in burning houses and other 

properties on the instructions of riotous                                 - wet the house with fuel before setting it 
ablaze.  

USAGE:                                                                                                                   

                                            /                                                       

10.       e n e le me  s - Peculiar mess 

                                                               . In one of his political court cases as leader 

of NCNC which was a Federal but opposition party in western region once described the judgment that did not 

                                                                                                        

statement into song thus: 

 e n e le me  s  

 d b s me  s  

 e n e le me  s  
 e  s  me  s  me  s  

 e n e le me  s  

11.             - Lagos Iced Fish 

Lagos was the political and commercial capital city of the republic of Nigeria since  1960 independence. As 

time passes by, there was introduction of processed fish from the sea.As th                                 

                                                                                                    

                      -          -                  , the embalmed Lagos corpse- iced Lagos fish, 

12.         fad - Traditionally Milled Rice  

   fad  is a town in  g n state Nigeria where native rice is planted in abundant, milled and produced for 

                                                                                                  o  fad ’ 

                                                      .. 
 o  fe    ra    o  fad         ti      e ran         an. 

I want to buy ofada and a piece of meat. 

13.         d - Guard 

   d                                                                     

In                                                                    (office) is now known as police station. 

                          

I will ensure that you get to the police station today.       

14.      Agodi- Prison yard 

Ordinarily the word Agodi is for a suburb in Ibadan. However, since the Nigeria prison has been sited in the 

area, the meaning of the area is now generally synonymous now to prison yard even when there exist market, 

Motor Park and order recreational houses in agodi. Agodi now stands for prison yard. 

                        
They are on their way to the prison yard 

15.      L gbod  o- Prison yard in Oyo 

                                                                                                            

                                                 

                                       

M   G                                        

16.       l w ran- Police headquarter in Abeokuta 

 n       – ew     – eran 

Owner – leave  

Source: the primary meaning of the word el w ran is in term of its immunization status, i.e. it is a derived 

word from (on -)       (   ) leave  e ran) adjective meaning for dryness. 
                                                                                                     

was cited. It then b                                                                               . See the 

following statement:  

 wo n  w  o  dar n re  y   y   pad  gb  o   d’ l w ran, . 
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                                                                   . 

17.        lo    ro  le  - Prostitutes  

  lo    - ro  le   – Evening/Night market sellers  

The primary meaning of   lo      ro  le                                                                 M           

towns and villages have some markets that are only slated for between 6 and 9pm daily. 

H                                                                                                      

operations are preferably done at night because of its shameful hatch in Yoruba land. See the following: 

  mo o lo     ro  le   t      gbo do   pol w  

Evening marketers (prostitutes) that must never openly advertise for customers 

18.        b  e  b -   b -  e  b  (           )  

The primary meaning of b b  e  b                .  
The secondary meaning of   b    e  b                                  (lotto). The originator of the lotto is 

(Chief Eligansa)                    P              M                   H                              

                                       .e. named                                                           . 

19.       Ejikanisoobu-MobileTailors. 

This was the name given to Ghana immigrant tailors in the 70s who migrated to Nigeria with mobile sewing 

machines for mending clothes. Ejika in Yoruba means Shoulder. Therefore, their shoulders  became their 

tailoring shops  

20.      b t  - Stitch your shoe  

In the 80s, Ghanaian immigrants used to move round cities as mobile coble stitching turned shoes and slippers. 

The strategy they adopted in advertising their customer was to say ‘so b t  re                                    

                                                                                                     - stitch 
and ‘b t ’ became normalized as name for cobbler  sob t ). 

With the display of the recorded chants on the board, the teacher provided the linguistic analysis of the collated 

Yoruba words and statements in the classroom using the University lecture room projector. Explanations   on the 

linguistic findings were also given showing that there exists phono-se                                                  , 

phrases and clauses used for this study. The meaning extension recorded in the collated words indicates that certain 

phonological processes have been adopted in coining the newly derived words, phrases and clauses and their extended 

meaning as shown below: 

1.  Combination of two or more words using phonological processes like assimilation, elision and reduplication  

   r                      s            -        s   

                          own          s  beans-cake 

Phonetic process –                                                                                                 s -
osu                    

2.             –                     ? 

     -   - -  -o, will you wash your car?  

Elision of segments /e/ and /o/ at the media and final position of the word  

             -            -          -             -  o 

Will    -   you  -   like  -  to wash -  your car 

3.  Syllabic restructuring of loan words e.g. 

(a) fifty naira. B e t te  –  l  i  f e    b e   t   - la -  f    

cccc v v    c v c v                             cvcv – cvv- cv 

(b) Peculiar Mess -   e n e le me  e  s  

      P e  – c u – l i a r – m e s s 

c  v – c v   c v v c   c  v c c 
(c) a    p e n n y-                  – p   n – n  n  

v    c v c cc                   v    c v      c v c 

4.  Transliteration: Instances of making same pronunciation of loaned words as in the loaned language e.g. 

(1) Better life            - e  t la f  = ₦50 

(2) Wet -                    weetie = spray it (with petrol) 

(3) Peculiar mess  -      e n e le me  e  s  = frivolity  

(4)               :            (              )                                                               

                                                     rds: thus,  

1. Baba            +          o n e  re  - abato n e  re   

Father                       name of village                 (Baba from Tonkere village) 

2.   le  w            +           po  n               -                  le  w s  po  n 
bean                                         

5.  Change in a word class leading to phrases lexical items compressed into a single word e.g. 

(1)  e                +              mo         +      le     -   te   m le   ( iced fish) 

Looking straight          to               guest  
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(2)  o        +    s      +     o   ro           -                bo  s  o  ro   (imported used clothes} 

Move        to          hidden place      name for used clothes  

(3)  o n        s       +   ile              -           wo ns l  (insecticide) 

Spray       it             on the floor  

(4) So    +     b t                -             ob t  

Stitch       shoe                           Cobbler 

IV.  IMPLICATIONS OF THIS STUDY 

A discussion of the implications of this research work is in three areas: its contribution to linguistics study; use of e-

learning approach in language teaching and learning and challenges for further study.  

(1) This piece of work opens more attention in studies on meaning extension and semantics. It also encourages more 

studies on etymology as a viable part of a linguistic component called              
(2) The study will prompt further research works on teaching African languages with the use of basic and simple e- 

learning equipments. 

(3)                                                                             extinction                           

                                                                                M                                

speak the langu                -                                                                            

words, clauses and phrases to their historical origin since most events took place before they were born. An 

average native can hardly belief that  p n - is a                                       l      s  l  an is also an 

                                                                          d sources and linguistic histories of few 

selected words, clauses and phrases. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

T                                                                                                                     
a language with codified orthography among other African Languages.                                            

words, phrases and clau                                    . A class of Yoruba youths in a formal school set up was 

organized. Students of between age range of 18 and 20 years were  taught on the historical origin of the collated words, 

and statements using simple and affordable  e learning gadgets like mobile phones, video cassettes, and projector. 

Conclusively, therefore, the reported study has opened yet another interesting area in African linguistic studies 

especially in Nigeria with specific focus on teaching Yoruba morphology and semantic concepts such as lexicons, 

etymology and meaning amelioration or extension. 

VI.  RECOMMENDATIONS 

African language studies need emphasis on sensitization of African Language teachers on applicability of modern 

electronic and affordable gadgets in teaching African languages. This will encourage more love for studying and use of 

African language by African youths and thereby promote and prevent African culture and traditions from going to 
extinction. There is the need for more research works on some similar topics that are related to  this study in other 

languages of the world. Linguistics students,                                                                        

                                                 , phrases and clauses in carrying out several other related studies as 

seminar papers, projects, thesis and dissertations. 

 

NOTE: Here are the photographs and Video Clips used in Teaching Yoruba Etymology class with E-Learning 

methods and equipments. 
 

 
Figure 1: A Young Yoruba Talking Drummer 
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FIGURE 2:                                             

 

 
Figure 3: Yoruba traditional beads drums feast 

 

 
Figure 4: Oduduwa, the ancestor of the Yoruba people in Nigeria 
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Figure 5: Yoruba traditionally designed doors 

 

 
Figure 6: Yoruba talking drum 

 

 
Figure 7: Photograph of Nigeria twenty naira currency note (Muri) 
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Figure 8: Photograph of Nigeria fifty naira note.-Betalaifu 

 

VID-20181219-WA0002.mp4
 

(A video clip of talking drums and dancers) 
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